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Summary: We continue to believe travel will eventually recover in Brazil, replicating the strong scenario now seen in 
US and Mexico and local accelerating vaccination program. Mexican peer Volaris exceptional 2Q21 results, above 
2019 pre-pandemic levels, reinforces our view. Positive COVID19 cases (7-day average) in Brazil have reached recent 
lows after peaking in June, driven by aforementioned improved vaccination program. Under scenario outlined, with 
GOLLBZ 24s converts pari-passu and trading at same yield of GOLLBZ 25s, at a lower duration and free-equity 
optionality we see 24s as a more attractive option in Gol’s curve as we recommend a SWAP from GOLLBZ 25s to 
GOLLBZ 24s. 
 

      Amt Out (US$ MM) M/SP/F Mid Price Mid YTM Recommendation 

GOLLBZ 7.00% 1/31/2025 650 -/ CCC+/ CCC+ 94.00  9.02% Swap 

GOLLBZ 8.00% 2/8/2026 200 B2/ -/ - 99.50 8.12% Market Outperform 

GOLLBZ 8.75% Perp 154  Caa1/ -/ CCC+ 87.25 10.03%  

  
 

Amt Out 

(US$ MM) 
Mid Price Mid YTW Implied Vol 

Cheapness 

(par) 
Delta (par) Conv. Price 

GOL US 

Price 
Recommendation 

GOLLBZ 3.75% 

7/16/2024 

425 86.50 9.01% 22.72% 5.53% 39.08% $20.25 $7.83 Positive / Swap 

 
* Source: Equity information sourced from Bloomberg. Convertible pricing as of July 19th 2021. 

 
• As discussed in previous notes we continue to believe travel will eventually recover in Brazil, replicating 

the strong recovery seen in US and Mexico, with Gol well positioned to benefit from it 

• Last week, peer Volaris in Mexico posted 2Q21 EBITDA 2x above pre-pandemic 2019 levels on higher 

passenger traffic and yields (vs 2019) 

• Vaccination has been accelerating in Brazil (avg. 1.2mm doses per day) with 45% of the total population 

having received 1st dose 

▪ RJ and SP expected to reach 1st dose vaccination for all its adult citizens by early 

September 

▪ Cases reached recent lows at 40,948 (7-day average) from 77,265 (7-day average) in 

June, as has deaths and ICU occupation levels 

• Recently strengthened liquidity provides adequate runway for business to reach recovery point in Brazil, 

even if it takes longer than expected 

• Under our downside case, where cash burn goes back to peak 2Q20 levels, we see a comfortable 

15-month liquidity runway 

• With GOLLBZ 24s converts pari-passu and trading at same yield of GOLLBZ 25s, at a lower duration and 

free-equity optionality we recommend an opportunistic swap trade in Gol’s curve from GOLLBZ 25s to 

GOLLBZ 24s 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Want to read more of BCP Securities' Convertible Research? Click Here 
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